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Abstract 

Prefect fore-separation technology is the precondition and key to realize garbage synthesis treatment and increase 
resource utilization ratio. To the lower purity quotient and efficiency of plastic and paper separation, main factors 
influencing performance of horizontal flow separation are analyzed in detail, and reasonable processing and design 
parameter are studyed in this paper. Horizontal flow separator of urban garbage that structure is reasonable and 
parameter can be adjusted is designed. Technology reference and support is provided to production of urban garbage 
treatment factory. 
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1. Introduction 

With the high-speed development of economy and society, rapid growing of urbanization level, 
expanding increasing of resident income and consumption level, amount of urban garbage is increasing 
rapidly. Traditional treatment modes, such as burying, burning and compost, have the insuperable 
disadvantages of wasting resource, polluting environment and harming resident health. Facing to the 
serious position of urban garbage pollution, innocent treatment must be carried out[1]. 

Reclamation, reducing quantity and hazard-free treatment is the final aim of garbage treatment. At 
present, classified collection of urban garbage is not implemented in China, and garbage has the character 
of component complexity, high content of plastic, paper and water, serious ravelment. Prefect fore- 
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separation technology is the precondition and key to realize garbage synthesis treatment and increase 
resource utilization ratio. 

In the fore-separation process of garbage, through magnetic method to separate metal, second-level 
trammel screen to screen small sandstone and organic matter, manual operation to separate big interferent, 
better separating effect can be obtained. The most difficult and the worst effective separation is plastic 
and paper, and flow separation is the most effective method to them. Its working principle is to separate 
plastic and paper from heavy ones by utilizing density difference of different garbage components. 
According to special character of different region and season’s garbage, through adjusting processing 
parameter of flow separator, such as wind velocity, air-intake angle, length of out-feed channel, better 
separating purity quotient and efficiency can be obtained[2,3]. 

2. Influencing factor analysis on performance of horizontal flow separator 

Key performance index of horizontal flow separator is separation’s purity quotient and efficiency of 
plastic and paper. There are many influencing factors, and the main ones are as follow[4,5] 

2.1. Original garbage factors, including water-content coefficient, broken-bag ratio and interwine 
condition 

Water-content coefficient of original garbage is about 45%-60% in China. With the increasing of 
water-content coefficient, adhesion extent of garbage with soil and sand is rising, and it is bad for plastic 
and paper’ separation. 

Low broken-bag ratio and high interwine also lead to low purity quotient and efficiency of 
separation. 

2.2. Feeding  factors, including  feeding  mode, garbage thickness ,transfer speed and drop height 

2.2.1. Feeding  mode 

At the mode of non-vibrator feeding, garbage thickness on transfer belt is non-uniform. Each 
component is superimposed and stacked each other, and this is not good for garbage separation. 

At the mode of vibrator feeding, thickness evenness degree, stacking and interwine of garbage can 
be improved. Plastic and paper can float on the surface layer of garbage, and reciprocal interference can 
be avoided at some extent. Better separation can be achieved. 

2.2.2. Garbage thickness 

When Garbage thickness is thin, separation effect is better. But too small thickness can causes lower 
separation efficiency. Thick garbage can causes worse superimposition and thickness evenness, and leads 
to worse separation effect. 

2.2.3. Transfer speed 

When transfer speed is high, effective contact time between garbage and airflow is short, and 
separation effect is worse. When transfer speed is low, effective contact time is long. Separation effect is 
better, but separation efficiency becomes lower. 

2.2.4. Drop height 

When drop height is low, effective acting time between garbage and airflow is short, and separation 
effect is worse. When drop height is high, effective acting time is long. Separation effect can be improved, 
but occupied space of equipment is large. 
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2.3. Air- intake flow factors, including wind velocity and air-intake angle 

2.3.1 Wind velocity 

When velocity is low, wind power of pushing garbage forward is small, and not enough to blow 
plastic and paper into light substance groove. Separation effect is worse.  

With increasing of wind velocity, separation effect of plastic and paper becomes better gradually. 
But when velocity reaches definitive value, it can flow almost all plastic and paper into light substance 
groove. 

Increasing wind velocity continually can causes unfavourable influence to plastic and paper’s 
separation. Medium and heavy substance will be flowed into light substance groove. On the other hand, 
air-flow running is unsteady, and downward spiral vortex will be occurred near upward space of medium 
and heavy substance groove. Spiral vortex will prevent plastic and paper from dropping into light 
substance groove, and lead to lower separation effect. 

Through theoretical analysis and correlative experimental testing result, reasonable velocity range 
should be 10-16m/s. 

2.3.2  Air-intake angle 

When there is a definitive angle of air-intake flow, lifting power will be occurred and garbage runs 
along parabolic path. With the increasing of air-intake angle, lifting power increases accordingly. Plastic 
and paper can move further in horizontal direction, and separation effect becomes better. At the same 
time, wind velocity needed by higher separation effect decreases gradually.

But after air-intake angle increases a definitive value, air near out-feed orifice of medium and heavy 
substance groove will be inhaled by lifting airflow, and spiral vortex will be occurred near upward space 
of the groove. Lighter substance which should drop into medium and heavy substance groove is floated 
once again, and some of them will drop into light substance groove. This leads to worse separation effect. 

Through theoretical analysis and correlative experimental testing result, horizontal airflow( 0°angle)
is unsuitable for horizontal flow separation of urban garbage. In air-intake angle range of 10°-30°,
there is a wide velocity range that higher separation effect can be obtained. 

3. Structural design of horizontal flow separator for urban garbag 

Increasing plastic and paper separation’s purity quotient and efficiency of horizontal flow separator 
should be considered synthetically from equipment and process. Through analyzing influence factors to 
separator’s performance and experimental testing in Ordos Dongsheng District Chuanxiang waste 
treatment factory, it is known that drop height, wind velocity and air-intake angle are the main factors that 
influence purity quotient and efficiency of plastic and paper separation. Therefore, reasonable drop height, 
wind velocity, air-intake angle, total length and length ratio of heavy substance groove and light 
substance groove of horizontal flow separator should be regulated in a given range. So corresponding 
processing parameters can be adjusted according to special characteristics of different region and season’s 
garbage, and higher separation effect can be realized[5,6]. 

Spliceable and adjustable horizontal flow separator is composed by four parts of separating system, 
air-intake system, aggregating system and flow circulating system. Its assembly drawing is shown as in 
figure 1. 
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Fig.1 Assembly drawing of spliceable and adjustable horizontal flow separator 

3.1. Separating system 

Separating system is the main part that finishes plastic and paper’ separation and isolates from out 
environment. Close-type housing structure of welding frame packed by galvanized steel plain sheet is 
adopted. Total system is composed by air-intake housing, housing with window, housing without window, 
housing with door, short housing, air-outtake housing and some independent housings. Total length of 
separator can be jointed and regulated according to specific garbage condition, and treating requirement 
of different garbage can be met. 

There is intake hopper on the left upper part, some acryl glass observing windows and a door on the 
left side, air inlet on the front side, air outlet on the behind side. 

3.2. Air-intake system 

Air-intake system is composed by axial flow fan, transitional segment, flow accelerating segment, 
soft jointing segment, bearer and adjusting handle. Through rotating handle to change slope angle of flow 
accelerating segment, air-intake angle can be adjusted continuously in the range of 0°-40°. Through 
changing fan blade angle, wind velocity can be adjusted in the range of 8-30m/s. 

3.3. Aggregating system 

Aggregating system is composed by light substance groove and heavy substance groove. Light 
substance groove is used to collect plastic and paper, and heavy one is used to collect other garbage 
component. The length of light substance groove and heavy substance groove can be adjusted through 
adjusting roll. In order to ensure steady flow in separating system and prevent out air from entering 
housing to disturb inner flow field, Cylinder out-feed opening with three low-speed rotating fans is 
designed. As shown in figure 2. 

Heavier garbage collected by heavy substance groove can drive fan to rotate by their self-weight, so 
fan needn’t drive by electromotor. Plastic and paper collected by light substance groove can’t drive fan to 
rotate through their self-weight, so fan is driven by electromotor. Chain-driven mechanism is used to joint 
electromotor and fan shaft. 
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Fig.2 Aggregate system 

4. Conclusion 

Through theoretical analysis and experimental test, it is known that drop height, wind velocity and air-
intake angle are the main factors that influence purity quotient and efficiency of plastic and paper’ 
separation. Total length of separator can be regulated by jointing housing segments, and length of light 
and heavy substance groove can be adjusted by adjusting roll. Air-intake angle and wind velocity can be 
adjusted continuously in given range by rotating handle to change slope angle of flow accelerating 
segment and changing fan blade angle individually. Corresponding processing parameters of horizontal 
flow separator can be adjusted according to special characteristic of different region and season’s garbage, 
and higher separation effect can be realized. 
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